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Q&A with Designer gAbby sAbhArwAl of 
giejo swimweAr

Dissatisfied with the lackluster swimwear options at her price point, 
fashion publicist Gabby Sabharwal took the initiative and created her 
own line of wallet-friendly, chic suits. With six mix-and-match styles, 
her collection may be small in size, but scores big on the style scale.

Your line is called giejo – where did this name come from?

When I was younger, my mom called me giejo. It all started because 
my brother had a hard time pronouncing my name and called me 
something to this effect. It just kind of stuck. I attribute my sense of 
style to my mom and in a way named the collection in honor of her.

What does the collection represent to you?

Everything that is missing in the swim market. I tried to address what my friends and I were looking for, because, 
honestly, the giejo girl is me and all of my girlfriends, too. I thought of spring break and how I would rather die 
than be caught on the beach in the same suit as another girl. I was also very price-conscious (I’m so sick of 
having to hit the sales to get designer attire). Girls today don’t wear head-to-toe designer and usually wear a 
mix of high and low, so why don’t we have that option with our swim?

What was the inspiration for the line? 

I love to layer and mix and match patterns and textures when I dress 
and I kept that in mind when choosing the fabrics and prints for my 
suits. They are fashion-forward without trying too hard. 

What is your personal favorite giejo style?

It depends on what mood I’m in – if I want to really stand out, I would 
wear the butterfly bandeau with the high-waist bottom. If I’m feeling 
more sweet, I would wear the mixed boy’s brief and the floral bra top. 
That is what I love about this collection: There’s such a variety of looks 
one can achieve from just a couple of pieces that no matter who you 
are that day, you can dress with confidence!



Where do you see your line going? What’s next?

I love one-pieces. There’s something about them that looks so chic. I’m hoping to do something really creative 
and different with a one-piece as well as a few more transitional cover-ups. I’m also going to experiment with 
creating my own prints and layering fabrics.

What is the price range? Where will it be sold?

The collection ranges from $76-$88 for bottoms and $96-$108 for tops and will be available at Dagny & 
Barstow as well as Creatures of Comfort in the city, Dear Fieldbinder in Brooklyn, Madison in California at their 
LA, Malibu and Beverly Hills locations, and Tenet in South Hampton, as well as my e-commerce site shopgiejo.
com.

Along with your swimsuit, what are your beach bag essentials?

Clarins skin care, my Elizabeth & James sunglasses, iPod and magazines. I usually sleep on the beach and wake 
up for an occasional dip in the ocean, so not too much!


